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In  the  wake  of  George
Michael’s  untimely  death  on
Christmas  Day  it  seems
appropriate  to  feature  one  of
his  songs,  although  this  early  hit
for  the  singer/song-wwriter  was  co-
written  by  Andrew  Ridgeley  when
they  were  both  members  of  the  pop
duo  Wham!.    

Careless Whisper was released
in 1984 and achieved sales of
some six million copies
worldwide, reaching number
one in about twenty-five
countries.

The song is instantly recognisable from the outset due
to its distinctive opening saxophone riff (which has also
made it a popular choice for an instrumental
performance using Yamaha’s ‘Super Articulation’
keyboard voicing).  We’ll come to the voices we need a
little later.  For now, though, let’s choose a Style.

Choosing a Style for the accompaniment

You’ll know by now that I always head for the Music
Finder list when I’m starting out on a new piece of
music and I was quite surprised to discover that
‘Careless Whisper’ isn’t included amongst the 1800+
titles on the Tyros5.  I then remembered that I’d found
a suitable style for this piece before when I’d compiled
the Music Finder set for the ‘Easy Keyboard Library -
Love Songs’ book and a quick search reminded me
that I’d chosen the Classic16Beat style from the Pop &
Rock category.  Today though, after watching a video
of George Michael’s performance of the song on You
Tube, the sound seemed somehow ‘lumpy’ and not at
all fluid enough for the shmoozy ‘Careless Whisper’.

To digress for a moment or two this goes to illustrate
why we shouldn’t always feel the need to adhere rigidly

to the ‘rules’ when making music.  One day, some time
ago, I obviously chose a style for this piece of music
that I wouldn’t choose today...  simply because my
feeling towards the music has changed slightly.  

Looking back I can only think that I picked the
Classic16Beat style because the saxophone voice is so
strongly linked with the song it is the obvious choice of
instrument for the melody (and there is a saxophone
voice in the One Touch Settings for Classic16Beat).  To
have ‘Careless Whisper’ without the saxophone would
be like having ‘A Whiter Shade Of Pale’ without its
iconic organ sound in the foreground. (Oh yes...
someone has actually done that on Tyros5’s Music
Finder.  They chose the guitar instead... should be
shot!  Now, what was I saying about ‘the rules’ - haha.)

Getting back to the job in hand, my search today led
me to a style from the Ballad category called Chillout
Cafe that has a dreamier trance-like quality than the
Classic16Beat.  It is also linked to a range of synth-type
sounds via its One Touch Settings - but no saxophone!
Which means we’ll just have to create our own.  I felt
that the style’s default tempo was just a little too fast so
I reduced the speed to 74 bpm (beats per minute)
which feels just about right.

The saxophone intro

After listening to each of the four style variations - ‘A’,
‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’, I settled on variation ‘D’ as the
accompaniment to the sax voice to open the song.
Having selected this, I delved into the WOODWIND
voice category in search of the saxophone.

I chose the S.Art2! Jazz
Sax voice because the
Super Articulation effects
assigned to the ART
buttons include the
glissando needed at the
very start of the piece.

In this series Glyn Madden offers easy to follow, easy to play,
arranger workshops based on song arrangements published 
in the ‘Easy Keyboard Library’. 
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Note: If your instrument doesn’t have ART buttons, but
does have S.Art! voices, the effect achieved by pressing
the ART button can be assigned to a footpedal/switch.

I made a mental
note that I’d set
the Jazz Sax as
the RIGHT1 voice
part.  I’ll need to
know this when I
start to make
changes to the
saxophone.

Next I set about adding some more ‘echo’ type effect
to the Jazz Sax because I felt that the default setting
was a little too ‘dry’ for my taste.  I’ve mentioned ‘dry’
and ‘wet’ before but, just in case you’re wondering,
adding more effect to a sound makes it ‘wetter’ whilst
reducing the amount of effect makes the sound ‘drier’.
It’s easy really - especially in the case of effects such
as reverb where too much is often described as
“swimming” in reverb.

The effects are located in the MIXER/MIXING CONSOLE
which is where I headed next... and selected the
EFFECT tab at the top of the screen (fig.1).

The screen is divided horizontally into three
sections - REVERB, CHORUS and DSP2-7.
It is also divided vertically into eight
columns, each representing one specific
area of the instrument’s panel.  

In fig.1 I’ve circled the column that holds the
effect controls for the RIGHT1 voice part
(which, you will recall, is where my Jazz Sax
is).  Now let’s take this column in isolation.
The control in the top section (REVERB) is
currently selected and the level is set at 20.

Note: The area surrounding the control turns
light grey as it is selected. 

Increase the level to 45 as shown in fig.2 - and listen to
the result as you play.  You’ll hear that the reverb (echo)
is bigger than before and takes longer to die away.

Next, let’s see what the DSP control does...

It didn’t take long to find that even turning
the control to its maximum level had no
effect whatsoever.  This might lead one to
think that the control either isn’t working, or
that it isn’t intended for use in this situation.

A little experience with the MIXING
CONSOLE however will tell you that this is
simply part of the default setting for the
saxophone voice that we began with - and all
we need to do is take a closer look at the
way the DSPs are set.

To get further into the DSP ensure that the DSP control
for RIGHT1 is highlighted, then press the button
adjacent to TYPE at the top right of the screen in fig.3.  

This opens up a new window (fig.4) where you can
make far more significant changes to the effect settings.

Fig.1: The MIXING CONSOLE (PANEL) window. The column controlling the
voice in the RIGHT1 voice part is also circled.  

Fig.2: Increase the REVERB level to 45 

Fig.3: Highlight the control for RIGHT1 then select TYPE at the top of the screen.
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I’ve circled the area we should look at first.
Because we accessed this window using the
RIGHT1 voice part the settings shown here are
those assigned to the RIGHT1 voice.  As you can
see, DSP2 is the effect block currently displayed -
but it is not currently assigned to any part.  When I
press the button adjacent to the circled area a drop-
down box shows the range of DSP blocks and the
parts to which each block is assigned (fig.5).

Now I can change the ASSIGN PART from OFF to
RIGHT1.  When you play on the keyboard you
should now hear a difference - because the Tempo
Delay DSP effect will cause the voice to echo.  If you
don’t hear a difference try using short, stabbed
(staccato) notes to give the echo enough room to
be heard.  If you still don’t hear a difference press
the EXIT button a couple of times to return to the
window illustrated in fig.3... then turn up the DSP
level. That should do it.  The higher you set the DSP
level the ‘wetter’ the sound will become as more
effect is added.

I think we’ll leave the technical stuff there for now.
We don’t need to do more and we can always
discover more about DSPs in future workshops.

Before we lose the saxophone setting we’ve just
created though, let’s store it, together with the ‘D’
variation of the Chillout Cafe style, in the registration
memory.  Here’s an illustration of my Tyros5’s
Home/Main screen when I’ve done (fig.6).  

Regist. 1
Right 1 Jazz Sax (Volume 100)

Mixing console settings
Reverb 45 (Real Medium Hall)
DSP 28
DSP2 Delay (Tempo Delay)

Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Left Off
Multi Pads Latin Pop (Volume 100)
Style Chillout Cafe - Variation D (Volume 94)
Tempo 74 bpm
Footswitch Assign to ARTICULATION 2
Other Switch on the INTRO1 button before 

saving the registration so that the 
INTRO1 will be triggered when you 
press the REGIST 1 button.
Set Multi Pad1 to SYNC START by 
pressing the SELECT button and pad 1 
together. now Multi Pad 1 will start to 
play when the Style is started.

This is the registration I use for the written eight-bar
introduction to Careless Whisper as published in the
Easy Keyboard Library series music book(s).  
Before you play the first note press the ART2 button
on the keyboard’s panel.  This will trigger the
glissando as soon as you play the first note on the
sax.  Alternatively, you may prefer to trigger the
glissando effect from a footswitch or pedal instead
(especially in instances, such as on Clavinova, where
there are no ART buttons on the instrument’s panel.
To assign the S.Art! effect, press DIRECT ACCESS
and then press the pedal you wish to use.  This

Fig.4: The circled area shows which voice part the DSP2 block is assigned to.

Fig.5: Here you can allocate each DSP effect block to a specific voice part.

Fig.6: The Home/Main screen looks like this when I’ve saved the first registration.
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calls up the CONTROLLER window where you can
select the appropriate item from the FUNCTION list.

Play the eight bar introduction an octave higher than
written to produce the correct pitch from the saxophone.
If you want to copy the original, the glissando is only
used on the high note ‘E’ at the start of each four bar
phrase.  After that you can use the ART1 button or the
pitch wheel to create less extravagant glides.

BBar  9:  LLyric  “II  feel  so  unsure...””  

After the intro the piece calms right down - so I
changed the accompaniment to Style variation ‘A’.  I
also introduced a new solo voice for the right hand.
Because we’ve already done so much work to create
the saxophone I felt it would be best to select one of
the preset One Touch Settings for the rest of the song.
The sound that appealed to me is provided on Tyros5
in OTS4. It’s called Ballad Delay and can be found in
the E.GUITAR voice category.

I used the sound pretty much as it comes - although it
has been edited slightly for the OTS.  If you want to do
the same, access the MIXING CONSOLE again and
select the EFFECT tab as before (fig.8).

As you’ll see, if you compare the settings in Fig’s 8/9,
the REVERB has been increased from 19 to 30, the
CHORUS has been increased from 14 to 16 and the
DSP level for RIGHT1 has been reduced from 38 to 36.

Copy these settings and add to the ‘A’ variation of the
style and you have Registration 2.

Registration 2 continues as the lead voice until...

BBar  14:  LLyric  “Something  in  your  eyes...””  

At this point switch from the ‘A’ style variation to
Variation ‘B’.  It should be easy enough to do this
manually as you play, by simply pressing the ‘B’
button.  

If, however, you switch on the AUTO FILL-IN button and
hit the ‘B’ button just a little early (say, on the second
beat of bar 13) you can catch the tail end of the fill-in
which will make the transition from one style variation
to the next a little smoother.  

BBar  17:  LLyric  “II’’m  never  gonna  ddance  again...””  

As before all we need to do here is switch from the ‘B’
variation to Variation ‘C’ for this section.  The melody
voice remains the same.

BBar  25:  Sax  solo  to  finish...””  

Create an exact copy of registration 1 (without the INTRO)
and store it as Registration 3.  Then use this registration
to play to the finish of the song. I repeated the closing
phrase and faded to a finish and this works well.

An mp3 audio file is available.

Don’t forget that you can get a free mp3 copy of my
performance to use as a template by emailing me at
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with ‘Careless Whisper’ in the
subject line.

I hope you’ll enjoy working through this one.  It’s really
very easy - except for the part where we created the
saxophone.  With luck you’ll have learned something
about the MIXING CONSOLE along the way.

Fig.7: The CONTROLLER window.  ARTICULATION 2 is selected in the
FUNCTION list.  Make sure the RIGHT1 voice part is also selected here.

Fig.8: Here are the original effect settings for the Ballad Delay Guitar. 

Fig.9: Here are the adjustments that have been made for Tyros5’s OTS.


